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Hotel Kat. Single room /Night Double room /Night Breakfast Page

Hotel NH Hamburg Mitte **** 179,00 € - Inclusive 3

NH Collection Hamburg City  **** 179,00 € - Inclusive 4

Lindner Hotel **** 166,00 € 193,00 € Inclusive 5

IntercityHotel Hamburg Dammtor-Messe **** 159,00 € 179,00 € Inclusive 6

Dorint Hotel **** 149,00 € 179,00 € Inclusive 7

Baseler Hof **** 116,00 € - Inclusive 8

Select Hotel Hamburg Nord **** 84,00 € 92,00 € Inclusive 9

Hotel Bellmoor *** 130,00 € - Inclusive 10

Ibis Hamburg City *** 110,00 € 136,00 € Inclusive 11

Quality Hotel Ambassador Hamburg *** 105,00 € - Inclusive 12

City Hotel Hamburg Mitte *** 103,50 € 124,00 € Inclusive 13

Apartment-Hotel Hamburg Mitte *** 102,00 € - 12,90 € 14

Hotel Alster-Hof *** 100,00 € - Inclusive 15

Hotel Vorbach *** 98,00 € 129,00 € Inclusive 16

Ibis Hamburg Alster Centrum ** 120,00 € 146,00 € Inclusive 17

Ibis St. Pauli Messe ** 110,00 € 136,00 € Inclusive 18

Ibis Hamburg Alsterring ** 100,00 € 126,00 € Inclusive 19

Motel One Airport ** 78,50 € - Inclusive 20

Price overview hotel reservation/ Theoretical Issues in Sign Language Research (TISLR) 26.-28.09.2019
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TISLR-Room price
Single room:   179,00 €/Night
Breakfast:   Inclusive

The hotel is about 15 minutes from the University of Hamburg by 
public transport.

Nearest station by public transport:
•  Schlump

Location: https://www.google.de/maps

Hotel NH Hamburg Mitte****

The NH Hamburg Mitte Hotel is located in the district of Eimsbüttel and 
is close to the best sights and shopping of Hamburg. Thanks to its 
location in the Eimsbüttel district, all the sights and shops of Hamburg 
are in the immediate vicinity. The convention center can be reached 
quickly by train or just 15 minutes on foot.

It is an ideal starting point for music fans and the trendy 
Schanzenviertel is in the neighborhood, with a variety of trendy bars, 
cafes, restaurants, shops and clubs awaiting hotel guests in the 
immediate vicinity. The trendy hip Schanzenviertel, trendy bars, cafes, 
restaurants and shops are just a stone's throw away. Experience design, 
special service and a unique stay at NH Hamburg Mitte!
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TISLR-Room price
Single room:   179,00 €/Night
Breakfast:   Inclusive

The hotel is about 20 minutes from the University of Hamburg by 
public transport.

Nearest station by public transport:
•  Johannes-Brahms-Platz

Location: https://www.google.de/maps

NH Collection Hamburg City****

The sophisticated, modern NH Collection Hamburg City Hotel on the 
quieter edge of the historic St. Pauli district is perfectly located for 
getting quickly to the exhibition halls, the harbor, the city center and 
the extraordinary Reeperbahn.

The 129 recently renovated rooms are spread over seven floors. Enjoy a 
fresh coffee from your own Nespresso machine. Read the newspaper, a 
magazine, or watch a movie or the news on your flat screen TV with 
multilingual channels
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Lindner Hotel****

In a central, if not absolutely central location of Hamburg, the charming 
Lindner Hotel Am Michel welcomes you. Here are the highlights of the 
city at your feet, the location is simply awesome!

The same applies to the wellness area on the 7th floor with a 
sensational terrace panorama, the excellent cuisine, the excellent 
conference facilities and last but not least the perfect mixture of stylish 
design and a high comfort factor.

TISLR-Room price
Single room:   166,00 €/Night
Double room:   193,00 €/Night
Breakfast:   Inclusive

The hotel is about 20 minutes from the University of Hamburg by 
public transport.

Nearest station by public transport:
•  Johannes-Brahms-Platz

Location: https://www.google.de/maps
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The InterCityHotel Hamburg Dammtor-Messe offers air-conditioned, 
contemporary-style rooms. All rooms come with satellite TV, a minibar 
and a private bathroom with a shower and a hairdryer. There is a 24-
hour front desk and luggage storage. You can also relax at the bar and 
at the snack bar.

Room facilities and services: Air conditioning, free Wi-Fi, telephone, 
minibar, queen-size bed or two separate beds, towel warmer, make-up 
mirror and hair dryer, free use of all public transport (FreeCityTicket)

TISLR-Room price
Single room:   159,00 €/Night
Double room:       179,00 €/Night
Breakfast:   Inclusive

The hotel is located about a 10-minute walk from the University of 
Hamburg.

Nearest station by public transport:
•  Hamburg Dammtor

Location: https://www.google.de/maps

IntercityHotel Hamburg****
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The Dorint Hotel Hamburg - Eppendorf is located in the beautiful 
district of Hamburg Eppendorf. Our Hamburg hotel is a modern and 
stylish hotel, which was opened in 2011 as a new building in Hamburg.
Eppendorf is one of the most chic districts of Hamburg - Art Nouveau 
buildings, terraced houses and numerous ivy-clad brick villas give it an 
incomparable flair. Derived from Old German, Eppendorf means "the 
village by the water".

Right in the middle of this trendy district, right next to the University 
Medical Center Hamburg-Eppendorf, the Dorint Hotel spoils you with 
its four-star comfort. Its ideal location between the airport, city center, 
Congress Center Hamburg and Messe makes it the perfect starting 
point for any occasion.

TISLR-Room price
Single room:   149,00 €/Night
Double room:   179,00 €/Night
Breakfast:   Inclusive

The hotel is about 25 minutes from the University of Hamburg by 
public transport.

Nearest station by public transport:
•  Gärtnerstraße

Location: https://www.google.de/maps

Dorint Hotel****
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The 4 star private hotel is one of the last large, family-owned hotels in 
Hamburg. For more than 100 years, the Baseler Hof has been offering 
Hamburg guests a temporary home in the heart of Hamburg's city 
center.

With the rich Kleinhuis breakfast you start your Hamburg-day. After a 
stroll through Hamburg or a hard day at work, relax in our sauna and 
enjoy modern German cuisine in our Kleinhuis restaurant or dive into 
the world of over 200 wines in the wine bistro.

TISLR-Room price
Single room:   116,00 €/Night
Breakfast:   Inclusive

The hotel is located about a 10-minute walk from the University of 
Hamburg.

Nearest station by public transport:
•  Hamburg Dammtor

Location: https://www.google.de/maps

Baseler Hof****
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Select Hotel Hamburg Nord****

TISLR-Room price
Single room:   84,00 €/Night 
Double room:   92,00 €/Night 
Breakfast:   Inclusive

The hotel is about 50 minutes from the University of Hamburg by 
public transport.

Nearest station by public transport:
•  Großer Ring

Location: https://www.google.de/maps

The central location not far from the Hamburg-Schnelsen trade fair 
enables both business and private travelers to reach all destinations in 
Hamburg quickly and conveniently. The Select Hotel Hamburg Nord is 
comfortably and contemporary equipped.

Functional rooms in different categories, free Wi-Fi and an extensive 
breakfast buffet await every visitor. Our individual conference offers will 
inspire you. Enjoy the summer on our beautiful sun terrace with 
delicious, seasonal food. You can enjoy snacks and drinks in our A7 bar.
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The 3-star Hotel Bellmoor is an individually and privately owned hotel. 
Its central location allows you to reach the many attractions of the city 
on foot.

The rooms are comfortably furnished and equipped with shower, bath, 
WC, hairdryer, internet access, cable TV and direct dial telephone.

TISLR-Room price
Single room:   130,00 €/Night
Breakfast:   Inclusive

The hotel is a 5-minute walk from the University of Hamburg.

Nearest station by public transport:
•  Hamburg Dammtor

Location: https://www.google.de/maps

Hotel Bellmoor***
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TISLR-Room price
Single room:   110,00 €/Night
Double room:   136,00 €/Night
Breakfast:   Inclusive

The hotel is about 15 minutes from the University of Hamburg by 
public transport.

Nearest station by public transport:
•  Hauptbahnhof

Location: https://www.google.de/maps

Ibis Hamburg City***

With its central location, the ibis Hamburg City is your ideal starting 
point for things to do in the city. The HafenCity, with its mix of historic 
warehouses and sophisticated architecture, is just a stroll away. Also 
Hauptbahnhof and Mönckebergstraße are within walking distance.

Make your sleep a feel-good experience: The sleeping comfort of the 
Sweet Bed by ibis double bed for 1 to 2 people will inspire you. The air-
conditioned room has optimal soundproofing, flat screen TV and a desk. 
Wi-Fi is free.
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TISLR-Room price
Single room:   105,00 €/Night
Breakfast:   Inclusive

The hotel is about 20 minutes from the University of Hamburg by 
public transport.

Nearest station by public transport:
•  Hamburg-Hammerbrook

Location: https://www.google.de/maps

Quality Hotel Ambassador Hamburg***

Welcome to the "Quality Hotel Ambassador Hamburg". The 
combination of warm red and refreshing blue creates a harmonious 
contrast in the guest rooms. Your business events or private 
celebrations take place in spacious rooms.

After a long day, treat yourself to a selection of Hanseatic and 
international dishes in the FOCUS restaurant. The single rooms have a 
size of approx. 10m². Alternatively, comfort rooms with a size of about 
20 square meters can be booked.
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The City Hotel Hamburg Mitte is the ideal hotel for business travelers 
and visitors to Hamburg: on foot you can reach the main railway station 
Hamburg from our hotel and in a few steps you are on the lively 
Mönckebergstraße with its shops and cafes.

From the upper hotel rooms of the 13-storey City Hotel Hamburg Mitte 
you have a fantastic view over the city center of Hamburg and the port 
of Hamburg. Our modern hotel in Hamburg offers free wireless internet 
throughout the hotel and in the hotel rooms and a hearty hotel service.

TISLR-Room price
Single room:   103,50 €/Night
Double room:   124,00 €/Night
Breakfast:   Inclusive

The hotel is about 20 minutes from the University of Hamburg by 
public transport.

Nearest station by public transport:
•  Hamburg-Hammerbrook

Location: https://www.google.de/maps

City Hotel Hamburg Mitte***
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Apartment-Hotel Hamburg Mitte ***
TISLR-Room price
Single room:   102,00 €/Night
Breakfast:   12,90 €

The hotel is about 30 minutes from the University of Hamburg by 
public transport.

Nearest station by public transport:
•  Hammer Kirche 

Location: https://www.google.de/maps





This 3-star superior hotel is located east of Hamburg city center. It offers 
spacious rooms with a balcony, on-site parking and good public 
transport links.

Almost all rooms at the Apartment-Hotel Hamburg Mitte have a 
kitchenette with a fridge and a microwave. High-speed WiFi is available 
in all areas for free.
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Whether leisure or business visit: Central is not! The privately run 3-star 
Superior Hotel Alster-Hof Hamburg is located in the center of Hamburg, 
directly on the Binnenalster.

Start in the morning with our rich breakfast buffet, which leaves 
nothing to be desired. Throughout the house, a Wi-Fi connection is 
available, which connects you at any time with the virtual world events. 
And if you have done your day's program, expect a well-equipped gym, 
sauna and solarium.

TISLR-Room price
Single room:   100,00 €/Night
Breakfast:   Inclusive

The hotel is located about a 10-minute walk from the University of 
Hamburg.

Nearest station by public transport:
•  Hamburg Dammtor

Location: https://www.google.de/maps

Hotel Alster-Hof***
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In a quiet side street, not far from the city of Hamburg, the 3-star 
Superior Hotel Vorbach Hamburg has found the ideal location in the 
posh district Harvestehude / Rotherbaum for a hotel.
An ideal starting point for your city trip, not far from the shopping 
arcades and the Congress Center as well as the Messe and Alterpark.

The attractive rooms have their own style, as the interior design of the 
hotel is the responsibility of various designers. The more than 100 
individually furnished rooms, suites and apartments have spacious 
bathrooms / shower rooms with high-quality materials such as granite, 
sandstone, marble / ceramic and impress with the latest technology 
(WLAN technology) and shower / WC, hairdryer, safe, TV, refrigerator, 
Telephone and W-LAN.

TISLR-Room price
Single room:   98,00 €/Night
Double room:   129,00 €/Night
Breakfast:   Inclusive

The hotel is located about a 10-minute walk from the University of 
Hamburg.

Nearest station by public transport:
•  Hamburg Dammtor

Location: https://www.google.de/maps

Hotel Vorbach***
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The 2-star superior Ibis Hamburg Alster lives up to its name: it is located 
directly on the Alster. There are 165 rooms with free Wi-Fi and TV 
including a variety of Sky channels.

Alsterluft whets your appetite: It's a good idea that you can enjoy a 
hearty breakfast buffet without limit.

TISLR-Room price
Single room:   120,00 €/Night
Double room:   146,00 €/Night
Breakfast:   Inclusive

The hotel is about 15 minutes from the University of Hamburg by 
public transport.

Nearest station by public transport:
•  Hauptbahnhof

Location: https://www.google.de/maps

Ibis Hamburg Alster Centrum**
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The 2-star superior Ibis Hamburg St. Pauli Messe hotel is located in the 
city center and offers 162 modern rooms, with internet access on 
request. The public areas are equipped with internet access.

The friendly staff at the front desk are available 24 hours a day. In 
addition to the delicious breakfast from 4 to 12 clock they offer snacks 
and drinks at any time. In addition, free Wi-Fi is available throughout 
the house.

TISLR-Room price
Single room:   110,00 €/Night
Double room:   136,00 €/Night
Breakfast:   Inclusive

The hotel is about 20 minutes from the University of Hamburg by 
public transport.

Nearest station by public transport:
•  St. Pauli

Location: https://www.google.de/maps

Ibis Hamburg St. Pauli Messe**
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Built in Hanseatic brick style, the ibis Hotel Hamburg Alsterring enjoys a 
quiet location in Hamburg's Wandsbek district. It has 150 soundproofed 
rooms with a lot of comfort.

Facilities include air conditioning, innovative high-tech beds for 
ultimate sleeping comfort, free Wi-Fi and TV including a variety of Sky 
channels. Your car is parked directly at the hotel, in a public 
underground car park.

TISLR-Room price
Single room:   100,00 €/Night
Double room:   126,00 €/Night
Breakfast:   Inclusive

The hotel is about 25 minutes from the University of Hamburg by 
public transport.

Nearest station by public transport:
•  Wandsbeker Chaussee

Location: https://www.google.de/maps

Ibis Hamburg Alsterring**
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We have dedicated the design of our hotel at Hamburg Airport entirely 
to the dream of flying. In the cozy lounge of the Motel One Hamburg-
Airport, propeller-shaped room dividers made of solid walnut and 
historic motifs printed on metal revive the history of aviation.

The sky above the bar is illuminated by luminaires by Tom Dixon, whose 
soft forms evoke memories of pioneering aviation aircraft. A natural 
stone wall with world time clocks not only reveals the current time in 
Sydney, London and New York, but also highlights Hamburg's role as a 
metropolis and trading metropolis.

TISLR-Room price
Single room:   78,50, €/Night
Breakfast:   Inclusive

The hotel is approximately 40 minutes from the University of 
Hamburg by public transport.

Nearest station by public transport:
•  Röntgenstraße

Location: https://www.google.de/maps

Motel One Hamburg-Airport**
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Don´t hesitate to contact us: 

Universität Hamburg Marketing GmbH 
Feldbrunnenstraße 9; 20148 Hamburg  

T: + 49 40 - 42838 9968 
F: + 49 40 - 42838 2011

Namen	Kongress-Homepage
 

Visit our new congress – homepage:
www.kongresse.uhh-marketing.de

Contact details


